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simply by a @-bilinear, anti-symmetric morphism on the structure sheaf c3 satisfying 
Leibniz’ and Jacobi’s identity. For a meromorphic function H this leads in a natural 
way to the notion of a meromorphic Hamiltonian system (M, H). The situation is quite 
simple for the case of a complex surface. In more geometrical terms a Poisson structure 
is given there by a divisor S in the anti-canonical linear system I--K] of M, S E I-K\. 
The meromorphic function H is described by a pencil ti of divisors without any fixed 
components. After blowing up the base points of 19, we arrive at a Hamiltonian system ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(hil,H) with H : A4 + P l. Of course, the corresponding meromorphic Hamiltonian 
vector field _? is tangent to the fibres and we call (M, H) algebraically completely 
integrable (a.c.i.), if the generic fibre C is a disjoint union of elliptic curves and the 
vector field 2lC is holomorphic (i.e. linear). Our theorem gives a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for the system (izI, H) to be a.c.i., when M is compact. More precisely 
let B be the base point graph of 19 ( i.e. the base points counted with multiplicities). 
Then the system is a.c.i. if and only if deg B(g) = 6. S and B C S (in the appropriate 
sense). 
I wish to thank T. Wurzbacher for useful comments and discussions. 
Meromorphic Hamiltonian systems 
Definition. A Poisson bracket on a complex manifold M is a c-bilinear sheaf mor- 
phism {a, .} : U x Cl ---f Cl satisfying the conditions: 
(i) For all open U C M and for all f,g E 0(U): 
{f,s}u = 49, f}v (Anti-symmetry). 
(ii) For all open U 5 A4 and for all f, g, 1~ E O(U): 
{fs, ll}u = f{s, lz}.u t s{f, h}u (LeibIliz). 
(iii) For all open U & M and for all f, g, 11 E 0(U): 
If, (9, h)uh t (9, {IL, fhh + (12, {.f,ghlu = 0 (Jacobi). 
Condition (i) and (ii) allows us to define the associated bi-vectorfield S E 
I’( M, A2TM) by 
S(ll)(@(P)? G(p)) = If> g)(P)> 
for p E M. On the other hand, given S, the same formula defines a bracket on M 
satisfying (i) and (ii). The Jacobi identity is equivalent to a certain closeness condition 
on S (the so-called Schouten bracket [S, S] E I’(M,A3TM) must vanish, see [s]). A 
meromorphic vector field X on M is called Hamiltonian, if there exists a meromorphic 
function H on M, so that X = XH = {W, .}, i.e. for all p E M and q E 0,: X(p)(y) = 
{H, v}(p), whenever H is defined in p. A triple (M, S, H) is called a meromorphic 
Hamiltonian system. 
S(p) is a bilinear map on TPM x T:M, so let r(p) = rank S(p). We call T = 
rnaxpEM r(p) the rank of the Poisson structure. If r(p) = dim M, for all p E M, S 
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induces an isomorphism TM E T” M, which gives rise to a non-degenerate holomorphic 
2-form w on M. The closeness condition on S is then exactly the closeness for w, thus 
(M, w) is a complex-symplectic manifold. Since we are discussing meromorphic objects, 
we only need generic conditions on the rank. 
Example. Consider projective space M = P. The Euler sequence on M, i.e. 0 -+ 
0 ---+ CJ(l)n+r + O,, --+ 0, induces the exact sequence 
0 --+ A”_%, --i C3(k)(“F) - A”@, - 0, 
for every k with 1 < k < n+ 1. Since Hl(M,O,) = 0, we find that l?(M,C~7(2)(“:~)) + 
I’(M,h20,) is surjective. Thus every Poisson structure on M is given by 
where (x0,. . . , xn) are homogeneous coordinates on M and p,p are homogeneous poly- 
nomials of degree two. In particular, the standard holomorphic symplectic structure 
on @2m, i.e. S(z) = Cz=r d/&z, A d/&z,+,, continues to projective space in a natural 
way by setting 
S(x0,. . . ,x,) = 2 x;& A --fL 
a=1 a hY+?n 
The following construction gives an important class of Poisson structures. Let {czp} be 
the structure constants of a complex Lie algebra L g C”. On the dual L* this induces 
the so-called Lie-Poisson bracket by setting 
This also continues to projective space by setting 
Algebraically completely integrable systems on compact surfaces 
We consider now the case of a compact 2-dimensional complex manifold M together 
with a non-trivial Poisson structure S, which is then necessarily of full rank. In this 
case S is just a section in the anti-canonical bundle, S E I’(M, (3(-K)), because 
the Schouten bracket vanishes trivially, and so a Poisson structure is given (up to a 
multiplicative constant) just by an effective divisor (which we denote also by S) in the 
linear system I-K1 = {D E Div(M) : D > 0, D + Ir’ N 0). 
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Let us generalize the notion of a Poisson structure on a surface M a little bit by 
the following. A meromorphic Poisson structure on M is defined to be an arbitrary 
(not necessarily effective) divisor S E Div(M) with S + K N 0. (More precisely, it is 
a meromorphic section of the anti-canonical line bundle, of course.) Equivalently (up 
to a multiplicative constant) we could define the corresponding Poisson bracket as a 
bilinear, anti-symmetric map on the field of meromorphic functions on M, say K(M), 
(., .} : K(M) x K(M) + K(M), 
satisfying the Leibniz and Jacobi identity. Denote furthermore for every divisor D = 
C n;Ci E Div(M) by D+ = CiZn,>en;Ci, D_ = CiZni<e(-ni)Ci the positive resp. 
the negative part of D. Consider a meromorphic Hamiltonian system on M, which is 
now a triple (M, S,H), where S is to be allowed meromorphic. Given another such 
system (N, T, G), we say that r : (N,T, G) -+ (M, S, H) is a birational morphism, if 
7r: N -+ M is a birational map, r*(H) = G and (T-‘),(S) = T. Clearly a birational 
map 7r : N --+ M induces isomorphisms between the meromorphic functions, X* : 
K(M) --+ K(N), as well as on the meromorphic 2-fields. Let now be (II) = II+ - D_ 
and s+,s_ E I’(M,U(D_)) be gl o a sections such that D+ = (s+) and D- = (s_). b 1 
We call z? := D+ v D_ = {DA : X E lP1} 2 ID-1 with D,z, = {A+$+ + X-s- = 0} 
(A = (A- : A,) E P’) th e 1 inear system associated to H. Let p E M be a base point of 
ti, i.e. a point of intersection of D+ and D-. Denote by r+(p), r_(p) the multiplicities 
of D+ and D_ in p respectively and by r(p) := min{r+(p),r_(p)}. Let finally be 7r : 
L%? + M the monoidal transformation of M in the point p. The following remark follows 
immediately from the local coordinate description of r, i.e. ~(ur, ~2) = (2~1, ~1~2). 
Remark. (a) Let E C: k be the exceptional divisor and B+ := r*D+ - rE, o_ = 
n*D_ - rE. Then the linear system 8 := l?+ V b_ G Iw*D_ - rE\ is associated to the 
Hamiltonian fi = H o r = r* H. 
(b) Let S be the divisor of the Poisson structure r;‘(S) on k. Then we have: 
S = r*S’ - E. 
Since D+ and D- have no prime divisor in common, we know that the intersection 
number a+ . D- is indeed non-negative and moreover D+ . D_ = 0 if and only if 
d = D+ V D- has no base points at all. But the intersection number of o+ and b- is 
smaller than that of D+ and D-, because 
Again o+ and o_ have no component in common and so by a finite number of monoida 
transformations we arrive at a surface &!l with Poisson structure S and a base point 
free linear system 8 = b+ V I?.-. Let I? be the corresponding Hamiltonian, so a is 
now a holomorphic map to the complex (projective) line, b : A? + IP’. We say that ti 
has no points of indeterminacy and call r : (II?, 3, I?) --f (M, S, H) the regularization 
of (M, S, H). The Hamiltonian system (M, S, H)” := (A?,,‘!?, lk) is characterized by 
the following property, which follows directly from the definition and the well-known 
property of ti (see [3]). 
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Remark. If (N, T,G) is any Hamiltonian system without points of indeterminacy 
and if f : (N, T, G) -+ (Al, S, H) is a birational morphism, then there exists a unique 
birational morphism 11 : (N, T, G) + (M, S, H)” such that: 7r o 11 = f. 
Example (The harmonic oscillator). This system is given by (p2, S), where S = 3L, 
(L, = {x E IP2 : x0 = 0}) and D- = 2L,, D+ = C with a smooth conic C intersecting 
Lm in two different points (e.g. the Hamiltonian H(.zr, 752) = a.$/2+bz~/2, a # 0 # b in 
affine coordinates has such a pair as divisors: (H) = D+ - D_). Let {p1,p2} = L, nC. 
Since C is smooth, r(pr) = r(p2) = 1 and so after the monoidal transformations in pl 
and p2 we arrive at 
B+ = 6, fi_ = 2L, + El + E2, S = 3i, + 2Er + 2E2, 
where 6,x, denote the strict transforms of C and L,! respectively. Now 6’ intersects 
El in exactly one point pll and similarly E2 in pzr. So pll, ~21 are the base points of 
8 = fi+ V I?_, which are called base points of 19 infinitely near to pl,p2, respectively. 
Monoidal transformations in these points leads to the final base point free system 
8 = fi+ V b__ with 
The Poisson structure is given by 
S = 3~5, t 2& + 2E2 + El1 + Ear, 
which is even holomorphic. Moreover in this case even the vector field X,+ is holomor- 
phic. 
We are now in a position to give the definition of an algebraically completely inte- 
grable system on a Poisson surface. 
Definition. A meromorphic Hamiltonian system (M, S, H) is called algebruicuZEy 
completely integrable (u.c.~.), if for the regularized system (M, S, H)” the general 
^ L 
fibre of H : M + IID’ is a union of elliptic curves and the vector field XA on them is 
holomorphic. 
The Stein factorisation of a : A4 --? P’ gives then a map &l --? C onto a Riemann 
surface C, where the generic fibre is just one elliptic curve. 
The harmonic oscillator is not a.c.i., since the arithmetic genus of the linear system 
19 = D+ V D- does not change if one (and therefore the general) member of d is smooth. 
So the genus of the fibre of (p2, S, H)” is zero. 
We want to mention here that the definition of an a.c.i.-system by Adler/van Mo- 
erbeke ([I]) for the higher-dimensional case requires that the general fibre of the reg- 
ularization should be an Abelian variety. In view of the simple example of harmonic 
oscillators one might ask however, if it is more reasonable to require that the general 
fibre has only a “real model”, which is a torus. 
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Characterization of algebraically completely integrable systems on compact 
surfaces 
We give now a necessary and sufficient condition for a meromorphic Hamiltonian 
system (M, S, H) to be a.c.i. So let M be a compact surface with a Poisson structure 
S E I-A-1 and let H E Z<(M) b e a Hamiltonian function with divisor (H) = D+ - D-. 
Let 9 = D+ V D- be the corresponding linear system. Now it is clear that given 
another pair E+, E- E 23 with (up to a multiplicative constant unique) Hamiltonian 
G, i.e. (G) = E+ - E-, then the system (M,S,H) is a.c.i. if and only if (n/r, S,G) is 
a.c.i. Thus being a.c.i. is a property of the linear system d. In more geometrical terms a 
meromorphic system is given by the data (M, S, d), where d C IDI is a one-dimensional 
system (also called a pencil) on M, which has no fixed components, i.e. there is no 
curve C 2 44, such that C E D, for all D E 13. Let p E A4 and call 
n(p) = min{+(D) : D E t9} 
the multiplicity of ti in p. Clearly p E M is a base point of d if and only if ?~(p) > 
for all but a finite number of divisors D E 3 we halve up(D) = n(p). Let 7r : ii? 
be the monoidal transformation of h4 in p and 29 = {T*D _- n(p)E : D E 
1 and 
-M 
q c 
Irr*D - n(p)El the lifted linear system. Every base point of 6’ on E is called a base 
point of d infinitely near to p. Of course, every base point of d infinitely near to a 
base point p E E of 8 is again called a base point of li) infinitely near to p, etc. Let 
B = {PI,... ,pr} be the set of all base points, including the infinitely near ones. Define 
the base point graph of 13 by the formal sum 
BP) = c 4P>P. 
P@ 
This is a notation of the base point locus with the correct notion of multiplicity, as it 
turns out. The degree of B(9) is by definition: 
deg B(d) = c n(p). 
PER 
Let us finally use the following notation. If 131, tiz are linear systems on h4 and Dr E $1, 
Da E 02, we write dr . ti2 := D1 . Dz, knowing that this is independent of the choices, 
of course. 
Lemma. Let iJ C IDI b e a pencil on M without fixed components and B(I.~) = 
Cl==, nip; its base point graph. Then we have: 
T 
c 11; = 192. 
i=l 
Proof. We have already seen that the self intersection number of the lifted linear 
system 8 under a monoidal transformation in p E B is a2 = ti2 - n(p)‘. Now 8 has 
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again no fixed components and this implies 82 > 0. So if we go through all steps of 
monoidal transformations we reach at 
0 = ?J2 = ti2 - c n(p)2, 
P@ 
proving the result. 
Now we can give a first necessary condition for (M, S, 21) to be a.c.i. 
Lemma. Let 19 be a pencil on (M, 5’) without fixed components. If the system (M, S, 29) 
is a.c.i., then: 
deg B(d) = 73 . S . 
Proof. By the adjunction formula one has 2p,(l3) - 2 = d . (21+ K) = 19~ + 19 . Ir’ ~ If 
8 is the lift of 1.9 under a monoidal transformation in p with multiplicity TZ = n(p), one 
computes again by the adjunction formula (see [3]) p,(8) = pa(d) - n(n - 1)/2. So the 
arithmetic genus of the final base point free system b is 
P&9 = ; (112 + 23. I< + 2 - c n(p)2 + c n(p)) 
= i (d . li’ + 2 + deg B(d)). 
Now if (M, S, ti) * is a.c.i., let the generic fibre be C = C,ljC26.. . tic,, where C, is 
an elliptic curve for every K = 1,. . . , k. According to the formula 
~a(& t D2) = P&A) t ~02) t DI - 02 - 1 
for two divisors D1, D2 E Div(M) (see [3]), we see that p,(C) has to be one. If we 
finally notice that S E I-K], we conclude that p,(8) = 1 exactly if degB(6) = d + 5’ . 
Theorem. Let S E I-K1 be a holomorphic Poisson structure on the compact surface 
M and 19 a pencil on M without fixed components. The Hamiltonian system (M, S, 79) 
is a.c. i. if and only if: 
(i) degB(d) = 29. S, 
(ii) B g S. 
Clearly condition (i) does not depend on the choice of the Poisson structure S, since 
the intersection number ~7. S depends only on the linear equivalence class of S N -K. 
For condition (ii) note that by definition a base point @ of d infinitely near to the base 
point p lies on S, if 13 lies on S = 3r”S - E. 
Proof. First assume that condition (i) and (ii) are fulfilled. Then by condition (ii) 
it follows that the structure S on A4 is even holomorphic. This is clear, because after 
a monoidal transformation in the base point p the lifted structure S has divisor S = 
7r*S - E, which is effective, since p E S. So the final meromorphic vector field Xhg 
where a is a Hamiltonian for 8, has poles at most in one fibre of fi : h;r -+ IP’. Let 
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c = c,ir.. . ljCk be the generic fibre. Since X,+lC is holomorphic and non-trivial on 
every component, each component C, must have genus zero or one, p,(C,) < 1. Now 
the first assumption assures that p,(C) = 1 by the computation given in the lemma 
above. But from the formula p,(C) = Et=, p,(C,) - (k - 1) it follows immediately 
that each component must be elliptic, p,(C,) = 1, rc = 1,. ~. , k. Finally the flow is 
holomorphic and therefore linear, which is: (M, S, 21)” is a.c.i. 
If on the other side (M, S, 19) is a.c.i., we have already proved that condition (i) is 
fulfilled. Assume now that there is a base point p E B, which is not in the Poisson 
divisor 5’. Then every base point fi, which is infinitely near to p, is again not on 5’. So 
there exists a base point pu E B, which is not on S and has no infinitely near base 
point. 
Claim. vPO (II) = T&I), for all D E 19. 
Assume this is not the case and let D- E 6 with vP,(D_) > no := n(po). Let also be 
D+ E 6 a generic member with vpO (D+) = no. Then after the monoidal transformation 
in pn, o+ intersects the exceptional divisor E in a point PO, whereas b_ contains 
the whole divisor E. But then fie is a base point infinitely near to ~50, which is a 
contradiction. 
So let now be Eo C h;r the exceptional divisor corresponding to the base point po. It 
follows from the claim that Eu is not contained in any D E 8, so it is not in any fibre 
^ . * 
of H : M -+ P’. But the Poisson structure S has poles along Eo, so the meromorphic 
vector field XA has poles on the generic fibre. The system (n/r, S, r9)” is therefore not 
a.c.i. The proof is finished. 
Corollary. If (M, S, H) is an a.c.i.-system, the Poisson structure 3 on A2 is holo- 
morphic. 
Note furthermore that directly from the definition of the degree of B(g) one has the 
estimate 
d@ < deg B(G) < fi2, 
where equality holds if and only if B has only one point (of multiplicity @) or B has 
only simple points (card(B) = d2), respectively. 
Examples. Let M be the projective plane, 1M = IID2, and S E 13LJ an arbitrary 
Poisson structure on 1M (L = {z E lP’2 : 20 = O}). Let ~9 E ]mLl be an arbitrary pencil 
on M without fixed components, m E ‘f~. Then it follows from the elementary estimate 
mentioned above: deg B(8) 6 d2 = m2 < 3m = 19.s for m = 1,2. Thus a pencil of lines 
or tonics can never be a.c.i. Consider the case m = 3 now. Since already p,(d) = 1 
by the adjunction formula, a necessary condition is that the system d is generically 
smooth (i.e. there is a smooth elliptic curve C E d). Moreover we can prove: 
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Remark. Let S E ]3L] and Zr, c ]3L]. If 19 is generically smooth and S E 29, then 
(p2, S, 19) is a.c.i. If on the other hand 73 is generic in the sense that all its base points 
are simple and lie in IED and if (p2, S, ti) is a.c.i., then S E 21. 
Proof. The first assertion follows directly from the theorem. In fact, the smoothness 
of 6 implies condition (i) and S E 19 implies condition (ii). For the second assertion 
let B = {pl,. ..,pg} cp2beth e b ase points of ti. Then no four of these points lie 
on a line and no seven of them lie on a conic. This follows from Bezouts theorem 
and the fact that 6 has no fixed components. But then (see e.g. [3]) the linear system 
]3L--pi - ._. - psi := {D E ]3L] : pj is a basepoint of D, j = 1,. . . ,9} has dimension 
6 1, but -9 c ]3L - pl - . . . - ~91. Now it is clear that the Poisson structure contains all 
base points if and only if S is itself in ]3L - pr - . , . - psi = 6. The proof is finished. 
For m 2 4 it is clear that a generically smooth linear system 8 fails to be a.c.i. with 
respect to every structure S E ]3L], b ecause condition (i) is not fulfilled. Here is an 
example of a singular 19 c 14~51, which is a.c.i. 
Example. Consider two smooth tonics Qr and Q2 in p2 intersecting in four points of 
which two of them are called p1 and ~2. Let 1 be the connecting line between pl and 
~2, 1 = pi V ~2. Now consider another smooth conic Q C p2 intersecting Q1 and Q2 in 
eight other points pa,. . . ,plo (e.g.: 1 = { x2 - x1 = 0}, Qr = {z; + 9x; - 9x; = 0}, 
Q2 = (92: + x; - 9x; = 0}, Q = {ST +x; - 42: = 0}) and set finally 
~=(Q1+Qz)v(2&&), S=Qtl. 
Then obviously 19 G ]4L] h as no fixed components, B(19) = 2pr + 2~2 + xi” pj, which 
implies deg B(T~) = 12 = 19 - S and B 2 S, so (I?‘2,S,t9) is a.c.i. 
Example (The Euler top). The phase space of the dynamical system describing the 
motion of the angular momentum (in body coordinates) of a rigid body underlying 
no forces is the dual of the Lie algebra so(3,R) 2 Iw3 under a quadratic Hamiltonian 
H(t) = i(ArSf t A& t A&)), AI, AZ, A3 E Iw+, t E Iw3 (see [2]). Let us exclude the 
trivial case Al = A2 = As, in which XH is identically zero. After complexification to 
so(3,C) 2 C3 and compactification to l$ we come down to the Poisson structure 
a a a a a a 
S(x) = 2021- A - + x()x2- A - + x023- A - 
8x2 8x3 8x3 8x1 8x1 8x2 
and the linear system 8 = RV2E, where E = {x E P3 : xu = 0) and R is some smooth 
quadric. Since the Poisson structure is non-trivial it must have rank two and a Casimir 
linear system is given by 
E = {QA := A x2 0 o - X1(x; t x; t z;) : X = (A,, : A,) E P’} E )2E] 
(due to the conservation of the modulus of angular momentum in space coordinates). 
This means, that every rational function c on IlD3 associated to that system, (c) = 
Q+ - Q_, Q+,Q_ E E, is a Casimir function, i.e. X, = 0. In this case S induces a 
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Poisson structure Sx on every member QA E E. We restrict our attention now to a 
generic Qx =: Q and write S := 5’~. If @ : P x IV + Q 2 P3 is the usual S&gre 
isomorphism and II = {(s, t) E p1 x Ip’ : s = co}, l;! = {(s, t) : t = co}, then a simple 
computation yields that S E l-K,1 xpl 1 = 1211 + 224 is given by 
Now for a linear system 21 C Irnl2l + rnzlxl the adjunction formula tells us that p,(d) = 
(ml - l)(ma - 1). Therefore 13 = @*8 C )2i1 + 2&./ is generically smooth (for @*R E 19 
is smooth) and of arithmetic genus one and of course S > B, because 13 3 @*(2E) = 5’. 
That shows that the Euler top is a.c.i. on the generic member &A of the Casimir 
system E. 
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